
SHENG FOUNDATION

SYSTEM FOR
CRYPTOFRANCHISING

CUSTOMER
LOYALTY & GROWTH

Maintain and support
the SHENG Ecosystem

The SHENG eco-system provides the tools
& customer base for SHENG vendors

to create a franchise quickly &
effectively add them into
the SHENG marketplace.

SHENG Reward Eco-system will allow users
to refer more users, review services,

and save and earn when utilizing
the platform.

A.I.
ASSISTANT

Utilising the latest technologies in analytics &
artificial intelligence, the SHENG eco-system

matches the needs of the users with
offerings, creating more sales
opportunities for vendors and

better deals for users.

P2P
MARKETPLACE

A peer-to-peer marketplace allows users to
sell and buy packages from one another,

giving a meaningful channel for users
to cancel or change appointments,

or even make money from
inventory.

B2C LIFESTYLE
& WELLNESS PLATFORM

The SHENG Platform is the premier lifestyle
and wellness platform linking consumers

to a range of lifestyle and wellness
products and services including

golf, healthcare, hotels and spas.

B2B
MARKETPLACE

Vendors can increase their offerings and
inventory through the cross-selling and
upselling platform, increasing revenue

from affiliate marketing and sales.

Our Unique Payment and Reward Eco-system gives all SHENG token holders a reason 
to pay with and interact with the system, as well as refer their friends and contacts. 
SHENG Token holders get to enjoy rewards that usually go to 3rd party providers 
including transaction fees, referral discounts and rewards, as well as rewards from 
interaction like reviews and recommendations. The SHENG Eco-system encapsulates all 
these elements and returns the rewards and savings back to the community, creating a 
virtuous, circular economy. 

Sheng is a unique platform and eco-system for the Lifestyle and Wellness Industry to expand their 
reach, reduce customer acquisition costs, and reduce slippage from cash transactions. The platform 
connects vendors to clients in a simple, effective manner and a B2B platform allows vendors to 
increase their offerings and inventory creating a seamless selling eco-system that builds on customers’ 
experiences. A reward system rewards both the vendors and customers alike, creating more incentive 
for participation in the eco-system. Powered by our AI engine, the platform also delivers a superior 
customer experience based on a focused understanding of their needs and requirements allowing us 

to capture their needs within the eco-system.

THE SHENG ECO-SYSTEM
The World’s First Lifestyle, Wellness & CryptoFranchise Blockchain Platform

The SHENG Crypto-Franchise 
System also allows companies 
with franchising and overseas 
expansion ambitions to utilize 
the SHENG CryptoFranchising 

System to quickly tap into 
expertise and backend 

systems to a create successful 
franchise business. Vendors 

stake enough tokens to create 
Masternodes for themselves 
to be able to issue Nodes to 

their Franchisees.

In order to join the 
SHENG Eco-System,  

vendors must purchase, 
stake and maintain 

enough SHENG Tokens 
to create a node on the 

SHENG Blockchain. 
Different vendors will 
have different staking 

requirements depending 
on their transaction 

volume, size and needs.
An account will be created for each 
vendor that will allow them to start 
earning Sheng LIFE tokens based on 
what they sell, as well as the number 
of Tokens they hold. SHENG Tokens 

will also be used as GAS for 
transactions and vendors will need to 

maintain their accounts in the 
eco-system.

When a User makes a 
transaction with SHENG 

vendors, the LIFE token is 
split into the MAIN 

Transaction, the Transaction, 
the Referral Fee, and the 

Interaction Reward.

SHENG Tokens allow users to
get rewarded with LIFE 

tokens. Users also get extra 
SHENG tokens based on 

their usage, their 
interactions with the 

platform, as well as referrals 
made to SHENG.

A user signs up to the SHENG
Eco-System and gets SHENG 

Tokens as a reward. To 
transact with the 

vendors in the eco-system, 
Users must purchase LIFE 

Tokens.

The SHENG Token will be listed on 
3rd Party Crypto Exchanges where 

it can be traded for Bitcoin, 
Ethereum and other forms of 

crypto-currency.

which vendors can stake to participate, is used as 
GAS and as a measure of reward allocation in the 
eco-system, and

which is a Token that can be used to exchange 
for goods and services with vendors in the 
eco-system. 

The SHENG BLOCKCHAIN ECO-SYSTEM will be based on 2 Tokens

The LIFE Token can be bought on 
the SHENG e-Wallet for fiat 

currency. Unused tokens can be 
refunded at the direction of 

SHENGWorld.

3RD PARTY CRYPTO
EXCHANGE

THE SHENG
TOKEN

THE LIFE
TOKEN

THE SHENG
MARKETPLACE

TRANSACTION
REWARD

REFERRAL
REWARD

INTERACTION
REWARD

THE SHENG PAYMENT & REWARD GATEWAY

WELLNESS

SHENG

Shengworld is a Business-to-Business for Consumers (B2B4C) platform for the Lifestyle, Wellness and Healthcare 
industry. It consists of two main elements, the For Consumer ( 4C ), SHENG Marketplace, and the Business-to-Business 
(B2B), SHENG Eco-system. A one-stop solution that reinforces and provides support to one another through a 
community-based approach to commerce.

What is SHENGWorld?

The SHENGWorld’s SHENG Marketplace is a web-based market place that allow merchants to list their products and 
services online which users could us to purchase and transact. This is the primary interaction point for the users. The 
marketplace is divided into the main SHENG Marketplace:

Marketplace – P2P Marketplace, B2C Marketplace & B2B Marketplace

The SHENG Eco-system is powered by two tokens, SHENG & LIFE Token.

Token Utility

SHENG Tokens are also used by Merchants and Vendors 
to access the back-end systems and advisory necessary to 
start franchising their business. SHENGWorld’s 
proprietary CryptoFranchising System allows businesses 
to expand internationally using a blockchain based 
franchising system, including the payment gateway, the 
SHENGWorld community of consumers, and the legal 
marketing, distribution and CRM framework of 
SHENGWorld.

SHENG Tokens are also given as rewards to users for signing up for SHENGWorld Account to open up an e-wallet with 
us. Reward Tokens are only given when the user uses the internal SHENG Exchange to purchase LIFE Tokens. SHENG 
Tokens are also given as rewards for increased interaction and promotion of the ecosystem.

SHENG Membership Benefits

SHENG Token Sales Event 

SHENGWORLD Platform (SHENGWORLD Marketplace)

SHENGWorld envisions the bringing together 
of services and products that enriches the 
mind, body and soul, allowing users to 
celebrate life and rejuvenate from the grind 
of daily life.

SHENGWorld Vision

SHENG Token has 3 Uses:
Primarily for merchants to stake their 
position on the blockchain

Used to allocate reward LIFE Tokens for 
transactions

Given as rewards for referrals and 
interaction by users.

SHENG Token

How does it work?

Benefits

Bringing together world-class vendors and 
merchants that cater to that vision into 
SHENGMarketplace.

SHENGWorld Aim

SHENGWORLD

B2B

SHENG ECOSYSTEM

Fueled by LIFE TOKEN

SHENG MARKETPLACE

4C

LIFE Token is a utility stable token that will 
act as the primary transaction token in the 
SHENG Marketplace in exchange for 
Products and Services. 

The LIFE Token can be bought with:

Life Tokens not in use can be refunded back 
to Fiat Currency at the discretion of SHENG.

LIFE Token

Fueled by SHENG TOKEN

Fiat Currency

Exchanged with SHENG Tokens

FIAT MEMBERSHIP SHENG + LIFE
TOKEN

SHENGWORLD
PLATFORM

TRANSACTIONS
& FUNCTIONS

Community
and Users

Legal

Distribution
CRM

Frameworks

Franchising +
Services

8
Go-to Market

Strategies

Follow The Rabbit
#1
Focusing on onboarding  
Bangkok Golf Centre’s users on 
to the ecosystem.

Brand Ambassador 
#8
Identifying brand ambassadors 
to promote SHENGWorld
and engaging them
with rewards and
incentives.

Marquee
#4

Working with existing agents 
to recruit medical tourists

and encourage them to
join the platform.

Producer Evangelism
#5

Emphasizing on design, UI,
& UX, solving relevant pain 

points for Merchants
and Users alike.  

Piggyback
#2

Connecting existing user 
base from key partners 

with highly attractive 
incentives and

offers.

Networking
#7

Implementing referral
programs to encourage

more referrals from users
and merchants.

Seeding
#3
Offering the first movers
complimentary staking
to access
the ecosystem. 

Big Bang Theory
#6
Marketing extensively 
through tradeshows, 
roadshows in prominet 
locations. 

TOKEN ROI 

Token Sales Event

Target RaiseToken Sale Price    Quantity

Sale 1                    $0.05                         USD 2,000,000               40,000,000 

Sale 2                    $0.08                         USD 8,000,000            100,000,000  

Sale 3                    $0.10                         USD 6,000,000              60,000,000   

 www.sheng.global

TOTAL USD 16,000,000 200,000,000

P2P MarketplaceB2B Marketplace B2C Marketplace
For users to purchase and transact
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